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Competitive Local Moving Rates

Experienced Long Distance Moving

TB Moving is one of the most trusted
local movers the New York area. We
provide free onsite estimates, as well as
phone and email quotes. You will receive
an affordable flat price that we honor.
Along with packing, we can also assist
you in creating a room-by-room
inventory. And, we offer insurance to
cover your belongings during the
packing, moving, and unpacking. In
addition to getting you relocated, we can
also provide any needed short or longterm storage. LEARN MORE

TB Moving is located in Brooklyn NY. We
offer service nationwide. It's our personal
care that sets us apart. Plus, we provide
cost effective flat pricing that's in writing
and binding. We’ll take the time to
answer all of your questions. On moving
day, we’ll carefully load and secure your
property in the truck. If you’re not sure
exactly where you’re moving to, we can
arrange storage. We are here from start
to finish to make your move smooth and
stress-free. LEARN MORE

Guaranteed Safe Packing Services

Safe and Secure Storage

A successful move begins with packing.
Our attentive staff knows how to wrap,
pack, and protect your treasured items
carefully. From electronics to chandeliers
we have the experience to make sure
your belongings arrive safely. In fact, we
guarantee it. TB Moving offers full and
partial packing. Our unpacking service
gets you organized in your new home
fast. We label all boxes for easy
unpacking. If you are storing your items,
you can rest assured our sturdy boxes
will last in storage. LEARN MORE

TB Moving storage facility is in Brooklyn.
All of our units have 24/7 surveillance, so
your belongings are safe. Plus, each unit
is climate controlled. Regulating the
environment is vital for the varied
climate and humidity levels of NYC. Our
inventory system keeps track of your
possessions. Furthermore, this organized
system helps you find what you need
quickly. Lastly, we will pick up, store, and
then deliver to your new address. Our
goal is to make your move stress free.
LEARN MORE

